
 

Drake - Nothing Was The Same Torrent

finally, the last song of the cyphers, and the only song drake didnt perform, was a song that youll
only know if youve seen the movie. i am talking about the hunger games. the song is called survivor,

and it has a rousing beat and a catchy hook. it was performed by mumford and sons, one of the
many acts to perform the song. i have it on good authority that the song was a huge hit when it

came out, even though the movie didnt. not a bad way to close the show, since the cyphers ended
just as they began. the press party, which drake held at the echoplex in la last night, was the last

major event of 2014. it was a chance for drake to wrap up his year with a massive party and a
glimpse at what he has planned for 2015. it was a good night, with drake performing four songs (one

of them a secret track), and then taking the opportunity to do some interviews. the cyphers finale
was a tight four-song set, with drake even adding a fifth song. while it was not the biggest set ive

seen, nor the most impressive or dynamic, there were some highlights to be found. drake started by
performing take care, which he dedicated to the fans. the song was followed by his first new song

since the take care comeback, the motto. while the song didnt live up to the hype, the performance
was lively, and drake seemed to be having a good time. the press party continued, and this time
drake got a taste of the 2015 whoopin. he was swarmed by kendrick lamar, who had a good bit of

material up his sleeve, and he also had something special for drake.
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